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The Political Economy of European Integration 2004-11-04 this book provides a balanced introduction to diverse political economy perspectives on different aspects of european integration demonstrating both the importance and the potential of research in this area the volume includes three types of chapters broad literature reviews narrower applications of existing arguments and new syntheses of competing claims the authors also present a critical appraisal of how scholars in the eu and us use theory to understand european integration and examine issues such as citizens attitudes perceptions and preferences of actors the role of non state actors principle agent questions and the role and the autonomy of european institutions this empirically informed and methodologically rigorous volume will be of great interest to students and researchers in the fields of comparative political economy eu studies international political economy and international organizations

Theory and Reform in the European Union 2003-07-18 this substantially updated and revised edition offers a comprehensive overview of the challenges confronting the political system as well as the international politics of the european union it draws from a rich spectrum of regional integration theories to determine what the union actually is and how it is developing the book examines constitutional politics of the european union from the single european act to the treaty of nice and beyond the ongoing debate on the future of europe links together questions of democracy and legitimacy competences and rights and the prospects for european polity building the aim is to contribute to a better understanding of the emerging european polity and the questions that further treaty reform generate for the future of the regional system the authors also assess the evolving european security architecture the limits and possibilities of a genuine european foreign security and defence policy and the role of the european union in the post cold war international system common themes involve debates about stability and instability continuity and change multipolarity and leadership co operation and discord power capabilities and patterns of behaviour the book traces the defining features of the new order in europe and incorporates an analysis of the post september 11 context this major new edition will be of particular interest to academics policy makers and students with an interest in the politics and governance of contemporary europe as well as to those pursuing a career in international affairs

The European Union 1994 designed for classroom use this anthology introduces and places in context a selection of contributions to our understanding of the european union

The External Action of the European Union 2021-03-26 this groundbreaking new textbook offers extensive coverage of eu external action studies from its major concepts to the key theories in
the field over the past decades the european union has progressively developed into a significant
global actor in an increasing number of policy fields this long awaited volume looks into
different ways of conceptualizing the eu as a global actor the processes and impact of eu
external action explanations offered by ir and integration theories the discursive normative
practice and gender turns and the decentring agenda for eu external action the book offers a
reader friendly guidance on these various ways in which to study the eu as a global actor each
chapter introduces one concept approach or theory and illustrates its application by a case study
of eu external action in drawing the different perspectives together the book underscores that eu
external action studies is becoming an academic speciality in its own right written by leading
experts the volume will make essential reading for students scholars and practitioners of eu
external action eu external action studies nowadays attract attention from scholars and students
in international relations ir foreign policy analysis and interdisciplinary eu studies as well as
from practitioners

The Justification of Europe 2012-10-18 the justification of europe offers an engaging new
interpretation of the european union combining normative and positive approaches in an innovative
way

The Political Economy of European Integration 2005 this book provides an accessible introduction
to diverse political economy perspectives on different aspects of european integration it
presents a critical appraisal of how scholars in the eu and us use theory to understand european
integration

Rethinking Europe 2005 the book examines major social transformations in europe from the
perspective of social theory it offers an intriguing alternative to studies of the eu which
emphasise the replacement of the nation state by a supra national authority

Europe's Classical Balance of Power 1967 a well established community of american scholars has
long dominated the discipline of international relations recently however certain strands of
continental theorizing are being introduced into the mainstream this is a critical examination of
european approaches to international relations theory suggesting practical ways of challenging
mainstream thought freidrichs presents a detailed sociological analysis of knowledge production
in existing european ir communities namely france italy and scandinavia he also discusses a
selection of european schools and approaches

European Approaches to International Relations Theory 2004-03 the european political economy
theory and policy provides a comprehensive and up to date guide on how the european union works

in theory and in practice it thoroughly analyzes the policy making of european integration underlining the fundamental challenges for european union and euro area future.

European Union Political Economy 2018-09-15 this volume in the critical theory and contemporary society series looks at the contributions of critical theorists to the study of europe.

Critical Theory and Contemporary Europe 2012-04-05 from the start of the european integration process one question has puzzled scholars what type of political association is the european union in absence of an agreed upon response most scholars have suggested that the european union is sui generis this book challenges the sui generis thesis by demonstrating that the eu is not a unique form of association but rather a federal union of states or what this book calls a federation this is a discrete form of political association on par with though differentiated from political modernity s two other main forms namely the state and the empire the federation cannot be understood on the basis of the general theory of the state or its concept of sovereignty the statist imaginary still dominates both the debates on federalism and the eu meaning that all federal policies are either seen as confederal associations of sovereign states or sovereign federal states this book challenges this binary by demonstrating that the federation is not a super state but a discrete political form with its own constitutional theory it is characterized by a double political existence a lack of internal hierarchy and the internal absence contestation or repression of sovereignty this book details the key aspects of federal constitutional theory and how this theory accounts for the eu s constitutional form as well as the crises it has faced in recent years this book is broken into five chapters that cover the introduction to federalism origins of the eu state transformation and teleology unity in diversity and emergency rule without a sovereign this book draws on a variety of literatures and historical material to help the reader develop a critical understanding of constitutional myths and the theory of federalism.

European Experience 1985 this book examines the discipline of international relations in europe it presents the state of the art focusing particularly on ir theory and theoretical debates in western and central european countries.

The Constitutional Theory of the Federation and the European Union 2021-02-04 stein rokkan was one of the leading social scientists of the post war world he was a prolific writer yet nowhere is his contribution to social science the conceptual and developmental map of europe presented in an integrated and systematic way stein rokkan had plans to do this but died before the work could be started drawing on rokkan s published unpublished and translated writings this book.
systematizes and integrates rokkan's numerous writings in the way he wanted to do himself.

**International Relations in Europe** 2008-06-10

This innovative publication maps out the broad and interdisciplinary field of contemporary European social theory. It covers sociological theory, the wider theoretical traditions in the social sciences including cultural and political theory, anthropological theory, social philosophy, and social thought in the broadest sense of the term. This volume surveys the classical heritage, the major national traditions, and the fate of social theory in a post-national and post-disciplinary era. It also identifies what is distinctive about European social theory in terms of themes and traditions. It is divided into five parts: disciplinary traditions, national traditions, major schools, key themes, and the reception of European social theory in American and Asia. Thirty-five contributors from nineteen countries across Europe, Russia, the Americas, and Asia have been commissioned to utilize the most up-to-date research available to provide a critical international analysis of their area of expertise. Overall, this is an indispensable book for students, teachers, and researchers in sociology, cultural studies, politics, philosophy, and human geography, and will set the tone for future research in the social sciences.

**State Formation, Nation-building, and Mass Politics in Europe** 1999

With euro banknotes and coins starting to circulate as of January 2002, this timely book comes at a crucial juncture for the European Union. Exploring the origins of and progress toward the introduction of the euro, the contributors focus on the importance of economic and monetary union (EMU) as part of the larger process of European integration. Thus, chapters consider the value and limits of a range of theoretical approaches for understanding economic and monetary integration. The pros and cons of EMU's institutional design and country-specific experiences with an international group of leading scholars representing a range of disciplines, this book offers a broad perspective on the dynamics of EMU.

**Handbook of Contemporary European Social Theory** 2006-09-27

In June 2003, the Convention on the Future of Europe released what may become the constitution of the European Union. This volume provides critical assessments of the draft constitution from the vantage point of political theory. It combines institutional analysis with normative political theory.

**What Does Free Movement Mean in Theory and Practice in an Enlarged EU?** 2004

It is the aim of this volume to investigate how academic practices of memory studies are being applied, adapted, and transformed in the countries of Eastern Europe and the former Soviet Union. It affords a new startingly different perspective for scholars of both Eastern European history and memory.
The Euro 2002 it is widely believed by historians of linguistics that the 19th century was largely devoted to historical and comparative studies with the main emphasis on the discovery of sound laws. Syntax is typically portrayed as a mere sideline of these studies while semantics is seldom even mentioned if it comes into view at all. It is usually assumed to have been confined to diachronic lexical semantics and the construction of some mostly ill conceived typologies of semantic change. This book aims to destroy some of these prejudices and to show that in Europe semantics was an important although controversial area at that time. Synchronic mechanisms of semantic change were discovered and increasing attention was paid to the context of the sentence to the speech situation and the users of the language from being a semantics of transformations a child of the biological geological paradigm of historical linguistics with its close links to etymology and lexicography the field matured into a semantics of comprehension and communication set within a general linguistics and closely related to the emerging fields of psychology and sociology.

Political Theory and the European Constitution 2004 despite growing scholarly interest in the EU's flagship policy towards its eastern and southern neighbours serious attempts at theory building on the European Neighbourhood Policy (ENP) have been largely absent from the academic debate. This book aims at contributing to fill this research gap in a three-fold manner. First and foremost it aims at theorizing the ENP as such explaining the origins, development, and effectiveness of this policy building on this effort it also pursues the broader objective of addressing certain shortcomings in EU external relations theory and even beyond in international relations theory. Finally it aspires to provide new insights for European policy makers. It is one of the first volumes to provide different theoretical perspectives on the ENP by revisiting and building bridges between mainstream and critical theories stimulating academic and policy debates and thus setting a novel less EU centric research agenda. This text will be of key interest to scholars, students, and practitioners in EU external relations, EU foreign policy, the European Neighbourhood policy, and more broadly in European Union Politics and International Relations.

Economic Theory and Western European Integration 1958 this topical volume provides detailed analyses of European consumer protection law in both its theoretical and practical dimensions. Part I casts a critical light over consumer protection strategies and mechanisms in the EU. Part II critically explores responses to vulnerability and part III contextualises aspects of European consumer protection law.
Memory and Theory in Eastern Europe 2013-09-11 completely updated and newly available in paperback this book examines the relationship between theory and reform in the European Union in the light of the Amsterdam Treaty
Semantic Theories in Europe, 1830-1930 1992 the contributors to this book examine the issues of constitutional choice that face the governments and citizens of today’s Europe divided into three sections this study addresses questions of political legitimacy and the meaning of democratic deficit in the EU the reality of what institutional reforms and decision making processes are possible and the rights of citizenship and values that should be protected
Theorizing the European Neighbourhood Policy 2018-08-14 this book engages with key contemporary European security issues from a variety of different theoretical standpoints in an attempt to uncover the drivers of foreign policy and defence integration in the EU although European foreign policy has been attracting an ever increasing number of international relations IR scholars since the end of the Cold War consensus on what drives European foreign policy integration has not yet emerged this book seeks to encourage debate on this issue by examining a wide range of high profile security issues which have roused significant interest from policy makers academics and the public in recent years the volume discusses amongst other issues the strategic posture of the European Union as a security actor the troubled relationship with Russia the debate regarding France’s relations with the US following France’s rapprochement with NATO and the EU’s influence in the Israeli Palestinian conflict the collective intent of the contributors to highlight the drivers of EU foreign policy and defence integration ties together the wide variety of topics covered in this volume forming it into a comprehensive overview of this issue by paying considerable attention not just to the internal drivers of EU cooperation but also to the critical role played by the US as an incentive or obstacle to European security this book presents a unique contribution to this field of debate this book will be of much interest to students of European security IR theory transatlantic relations European politics and EU foreign policy
European Consumer Protection 2012-04-05 indhold introduction integration and the politics of community in the new Europe by Morteh Kelstrup and Michael C Williams 1 Europe is not where it is supposed to be by R B J Walker 2 International theory and European integration by Steve Smith 3 European communities in a neo-medieval global polity the dilemmas of fairyland by N J Rennger 4 The art of war and the construction of peace toward a virtual theory of international relations by James Der Derian 5 Sovereignty anarchy and law in Europe when legal norms turn into political
facts by marlene wind 6 gendered communities the ambiguous attraction of europe by lene hansen 7 contested community migration and the question of the political in the eu by jef huysmans 8 when two become one internal and external securitisations in europe by didier bigo 9 the european central bank and the problem of authority by randall d germain 10 and never the twain shall meet the eu’s quest for legitimacy and enlargement by lykke friis and anna murphy 11 the eu as a security actor reflections from a pessimistic constructivist on post sovereign security orders by ole wæver

Theory and Reform in the European Union 1999-06-12 this title was first published in 2001 as economic integration touches ever more areas of society more and more people are confronted by the bewildering complexity of the functioning of the european union rather than merely focusing on the description of eu policies this study of the economics of european integration seeks to select the most relevant aspects and developments place the wide variety of issues in a robust conceptual structure integrate theoretical developments with the results of empirical research and of policy analysis explain the logic of the dynamic processes describe the structural features of the european economy highlight the response of private companies to changes in the regulatory environment depict the historical developments so as to give a sound basis for the understanding of the present situation and the likely future development and set the european developments in the light of global developments in practice western europe is the focus of major parts of this book

Theory and Practice of the Welfare State 2014 the once distinct literatures on european union politics and negotiation theory are increasingly interlinked with each drawing upon and contributing to the other this collection aims to stimulate even more and more systematic research on negotiations in the eu in particular it presents a state of the art of the literature at the intersection of these two fields by identifying areas of considerable research progress and by proposing a set of questions that require further research editor

Political Theory and the European Union 2003-09-02 essay from the year 2005 in the subject politics international politics topic european union london school of economics department of international relations language english abstract in spite of the growing empirical significance of the european union eu as a soft power scholars of international relations ir have found it difficult to identify a single theoretical framework to explain the making of european foreign policy efp the reasons for this apparent failure of rigorous theory building may be twofold on the one hand there is still much debate about what the eu the ontological object of inquiry
actually is on the other hand many authors have taken a self critical attitude towards their own discipline emphasising that there is still a multiplicity of convictions as to how we can best theorise efp though detailed analyses of the specific pattern of the eu s external relations have indeed been marginalised for a long time it seems plausible to trace this lack of theoretical coherence back to the nature of efp itself it is often argued that the eu is a political system sui generis a complex structure that is neither a state nor a non state actor and neither a conventional international organization nor an international regime in a similar vein some observers assert that the eu might most suitably be characterised as a hybrid political sphere that does not easily lend itself to classical foreign policy analysis fpa in fact the major ir perspectives on eu foreign policy making neorealist neoliberal and constructivist appear to be largely incompatible in this respect within each framework certain claims are made which effectively rule out or downgrade the validity and reliability of key premises in rival approaches therefore the central question posed in this essay is which theory best explains the making of eu foreign policy and if there is no single theoretical paradigm might there be any potential for an ana

*International Relations Theory and European Security* 2015-08-20 the contributors to this book examine the issues of constitutional choice that face the governments and citizens of today s europe divided into three sections this study addresses questions of political legitimacy and the meaning of democratic deficit in the eu the reality of what institutional reforms and decision making processes are possible and the rights of citizenship and values that should be protected

*International Relations Theory and the Politics of European Integration* 2000 systematically revised and updated throughout this ground breaking text provides an overview of all the major approaches to european integration this edition includes two new chapters on the political theory of european integration and critical theory

*The Economics of European Integration* 2022-01-31 the introduction of a single currency within the european union in its present form is without precedent in world history and will have far reaching consequences for the future prosperity of the continent economic and monetary union in europe brings together contributions from leading specialists which explain and evaluate the most important implications of economic and monetary union the book examines theoretical aspects of monetary integration illustrates the historical lessons to be learned from these and discusses the resulting policy consequences this book will be essential reading for undergraduates studying european monetary integration and will prove to be a key source of reference for academics and
Negotiation Theory and the EU 2010 this book engages with key contemporary European security issues from a variety of different theoretical standpoints in an attempt to uncover the drivers of foreign policy and defence integration in the EU although European foreign policy has been attracting an ever increasing number of international relations IR scholars since the end of the cold war consensus on what drives European foreign policy integration has not yet emerged this book seeks to encourage debate on this issue by examining a wide range of high profile security issues which have roused significant interest from policy makers, academics and the public in recent years the volume discusses amongst other issues the strategic posture of the European Union as a security actor the troubled relationship with Russia the debate regarding France’s relations with the US following France’s rapprochement with NATO and the EU’s influence in the Israeli-Palestinian conflict the collective intent of the contributors to highlight the drivers of EU foreign policy and defence integration ties together the wide variety of topics covered in this volume forming it into a comprehensive overview of this issue by paying considerable attention not just to the internal drivers of EU cooperation but also to the critical role played by the US as an incentive or obstacle to European security this book presents a unique contribution to this field of debate this book will be of much interest to students of European security IR theory, transatlantic relations, European politics and EU foreign policy.

Theories of the Making of European Union Foreign Policy 2011-11 this book examines how the liberal international theory tradition evolved in Europe it includes nine chapters focusing on both historical and contemporary branches of liberal IR theorizing the combined portrait of the prominent IR theory orientation shows a long and rich theoretical tradition but also a tradition that the scholarly community rarely fully recognize it is currently somewhat challenged and therefore in need of further advances concerning the historical branches the authors present a truly European tradition that thus was not only present in a few countries the contributors introduce examples of liberal theorizing that IR scholars tend to dismiss and they trace the boundaries between the liberal and other theoretical traditions given the prominence of the tradition the book is surprisingly among the first to present a transnational perspective on the development of the liberal international theory tradition in Europe.

Political Theory and the European Union 2003-09-02 this book is the first to be dedicated entirely to the European semester a new framework for policy coordination across European Union EU member states the semester represents a major advancement in EU governance created in 2010 in
the wake of the financial and sovereign debt crises and revamped in 2015 it was intended to provide a new socio economic governance architecture to coordinate national policies without transferring legal sovereignty to eu level the papers in this collection are written by authors who have already contributed to this literature and have conducted original research for their studies the book offers an empirical and theoretical assessment of the european semester examining its implications along three critical axes running respectively between the economic and the social the supranational and the intergovernmental and the technocratic and democratic poles of eu governance the book concludes that the european semester challenges established theoretical understandings of eu governance as it is a prime example of the complexity that supersedes simple polar oppositions the chapters were originally published in a special issue of the journal of european public policy

**European Integration Theory** 2016 the study of the european union has historically been a theoretical battleground since the 1990s new theoretical directions such as neo institutionalism multi level governance and constructivism have provided a new impetus however despite these new inroads empirical work has often remained sociologically and empirically underspecified this volume seeks to bridge the gap between theory and fieldwork by developing an actor centered political sociology in doing so the volume engages in a critical dialogue with the constructivist framework and proposes to build on its insights through a sociological hardening centered on european actors the renewal of european studies through political sociology is only useful if it generates new understandings through empirical observation this volume seeks to take a new tack on constructivism by asking what it is that europe constructs by looking at three areas social spaces and professions policy problems and policies and policy instruments such as the eurobarometer

**European Integration Theory** 2019

**Economic and Monetary Union in Europe** 2005

**International Relations Theory and European Security** 2017-02-27

**The Liberal International Theory Tradition in Europe** 2022-01-19

**EU Socio-Economic Governance since the Crisis** 2019-12-01

**A Political Sociology of the European Union** 2011-02-15
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